Changes in reaction time and search time with background luminance in the mesopic range.
Vision relies on both rod and cone signals over a large range of ambient illumination that encompasses a number of common situations. It is important, therefore, to understand how performance changes with light level in functional visual tasks. We measured reaction times and search times using achromatic targets to examine the relationship between latency and luminance contrast as a function of background luminance. Visual search was more robust to changes in luminance than reaction time; search performance could be made invariant by scaling the effects of contrast, but the range of reaction time changed significantly over the mesopic range. We also investigated the extent to which two mesopic visual performance models described the dependence of reaction time and search time on stimulus spectra, using coloured stimuli. The 'effective contrast' model that we examined described the spectral dependence of both reaction time and search time well. A model for mesopic luminous efficiency based on reaction times described the spectral dependence of each response only in conditions where there was little influence of chromatic signals.